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This article was originally published in 1996 for Dave Moisans' web page, and dealt 
with radio receiver performance. It was expanded considerably in November 2003, for 
publication in Radio Age. 

Ihave been a long time fan of long-distance offering surprisingly good small radios at a 
performance radio receivers. As a matter of fact, I reasonable price. I do enjoy those, but even the Tech 

collect many such radios which were made by Series Panasonic radios emphasized other than 
American, German and Japanese companies in the straight AM/FM performance. Sony, Sharp and 
50's, 60's and 70's. My favorites have always been the Toshiba also had some fairly impressive small radios. 
Zenith "Long Distance" The best of these radios 
AM/FM vacuum tube 
models of the 50's and 
early 60's. Since the 
demise of the tube 
receivers however, the 
emphasis in the market 
place has shifted away 
from RF performance in 
favor of such things as 
stereo, portability, 
cassette recorders, and 
especially 
CHEAPNESS. 

This made enthusiasts 
like myself and others 
search for the best the 
market had to offer 
using solid state components. The closest thing one 
could find in the 70's was a Panasonic. They were 

IF filter, 4 

did utilize state of the 
art technology in its IF 
filters and the like, but 
still did not employ 
basic quality receiver 
techniques such as 
separate local oscillator 
and mixer and a real RF 
amplifier stage. 

Finally, in 1979, GE (of 
all companies!) 
announced the first 
Superadio (model 7-
2880). The idea of 
such a radio that boasted 
tuned RF stages on AM 
and FM, a ceramic FM 

stages of AM IF tuned circuits, 6" speaker 
(Continued on page 3) 
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ABOUT MAARC and RADIO AGE. Radio Age became 
the monthly newsletter of the Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio 

Club in June 1994. Prior to that date, the MAARC Newsletter and 
Radio Age were separate publications. 

Subscription to Radio Age begins with the next available issue 
after the membership application and dues are received. Dues 
are $20 per year in the US, $30 in Canada, and $45 elsewhere, 
all payable in US dollars. Two-year, three-year, and life 
memberships are available; contact the Membership Chair (see 
column at left). All checks are payable to MAARC and, for new 
members, must accompany the membership application, which 
is available from the Membership Chair or the MAARC website 
(www.maarc.org). If you change your mailing address, email, or 
phone number, please notify the Membership Chair immediately 
so corrections can be made to Radio Ages' mailing list. The Post 
Office will not forward your newsletters. 

Back issues of the MAARC Newsletter from Vol. I, No. 1 
(August 1984) and most issues of Radio Age from Vol. 1, No. 1 
(October 1975) are available for $2.50 each postpaid from the 
Membership Chair..Make checks payable to MAARC. 

Submissions to Radio Age are welcomed. Typewritten copy is 
preferred to handwritten. Articles should be submitted in PC 
format via email or on a 3.5-inch diskette in ASCII (such as 
WordPad), MS Word (Windows), RTF, or Word Perfect format, 
without fancy formatting, because the editors will have to 
modify it anyway. Photographs, if hardcopy, should be high 
quality black and white or color. Softcopy graphics files should 
be in TIFF or JPEG formats; contact the editors for further 
guidance.„ Send your submission to either editor and include 
your name, address, phone, and email. 

MAARC MONTHLY MEETINGS. Unless otherwise 
announced, MAARC monthly meetings are held at the Seventh 
Day Adventist Church in Burtonsville, Maryland. Consult 
"MAARC Your Calendar!" in this issue for dates and times. 
Park in the lot behind the church but do not block the fire line to 
the rear parking lot. Entrance to the meeting is through the 
gymnasium door. 

To 1-695 

Maryland Rt. 198 
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Church 

To 1-495 
New Hope Seventh Day Adventist Church 
I 5 121 McKnew Road 

Burtonsville, Maryland 

(Mc1Cnew Road is 1.5 miles west of I-95 
and 3/4 mile east of U.S. 29.) 
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(Continuedfivm page I) 
and a 200 mm ferrite loopstick antenna 
was very intriguing! Knowing of products 
that GE had offered previously, and how 
they could not hold a candle to a 
Panasonic, did make me skeptical. 
Nonetheless, when I tried a GE Superadio 
in a department store, I was able to receive 
numerous FM stations with the antenna 
retracted. "Maybe it really is good," I 
thought. Needless to say I acquired one. 
My wife surprised me with it on my 
birthday in 1981. At the time, we were 
living in Easton, Pennsylvania, where 
there are FM stations at 95.1 and 96.1 
MHz—posing a selectivity problem for 
anything in between, and intermodulation 
interference for 94.1 and 97.1 MHz. The 
radio pulled in WFLN-FM from 
Philadelphia (95.7 MHz) with the antenna 

The GE Superadio+, Model 7-2882_ 

down and WPLJ, 95.5 MHz, from New 
York with the antenna properly positioned. I was 
impressed! Yeah, OK, but can it do AM? Yes it can; 
its sensitivity handily blew away the Norelco portable 
I had been using as a benchmark. The DAYTIME dial 
had very few unpopulated gaps. The lowest dead 
frequency was 640 KHz. Well, I knew things in the 
'radio world would be different now! I joined the 
small army of Superadio enthusiasts, to spread the 
word about how there was finally a decent new radio 
for AM/FM reception. It listed for $79.95. No, it 
doesn't play tapes and it isn't stereo but no other 
portable you could find could even touch it for RF 
performance. 

In 1982 GE introduced a new model, the Superadio+ 
(model 7-2882_). This one boasted many of the same 
performance features (RF stages, IF filters, 6" 
speaker, 200 mm ferrite antenna). The difference was 
that it was digital. Yes, it is a PLL synthesized 
Superadio! This one was pricey, $ 139.95 retail. At 
first, I passed. But, my reluctance turned out to be a 
good move. Apparently the Superadio+ didn't sell as 
well as the analog model so that after only a year, it 
was already available for the closeout price of 
$54.55. At this price, my wife and I bought one at a 
Murphy Mart in West Virginia. Compared to the 
analog model, the performance is close, but with 
some sacrifices. There is a noticeable increase of 
noise on AM when DXing efforts require maximum 
sensitivity. This is likely to be directly related to the 
synthesizer, and the digital display itself. FM capture 
is good, but sharply loses lock at a weak signal level, 
below which the analog radio can still receive. There 

are eight presets on each band, scanning features, and 
a lighted display, but no direct frequency access. 
There is a switch on the back to allow the radio to 
tune in 9 KHz spacing for European use. The station 
memory requires 3 AAA batteries. 

As if the first two GE Superadio models weren't 
enough, the best was yet to come! An even more 
popular, and longer marketed among Superadios, was 
introduced by 1983. It was the Superadio II (model 7-
2885_). This was an upgraded version of the first 
analog model. Obvious changes to the design 
included the addition of a piezo-electric tweeter, 
more chrome trim, and a flatter speaker grille. Also, 
depending on which revision letter follows the model 

(Continued on page 4) 
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The pick of the litter—The GE Superado 1, Model 7-2885_ 

number on your particular radio, later earphone 
outputs accepted stereo headphone plugs. Less 
obvious changes included different IF amplifier 
coupling and some device changes inside. Later 
revisions used a different variable capacitor, which 
was still 6-ga lg. I have tested many of these radios 
and compared them against my own and another 
original Superadio. Compared to the original, the AM 
IF gain on the SRII is increased modestly, the FM 
sensitivity is mproved and selectivity is somewhat 
better on both bands. FM capture on the original does 
seem somewhat more friendly, for some reason. The 
actual tracking of sensitivity across the AM band 
seems to depend as much on the individual unit as it 
does the model For AM sensitivity measurements, I 
always use daytime signals because night skywave 
DXing brings questions of masking, AVC variation, 
antenna polarization and selectivity into the equation. 
My measurements utilize the built in ferrite for AM 
and the whip for FM. No external antennas are used. 
As for the sound quality, the frequency response is 

quite wide, and the tone is pleasing to the ear. 
However, the bandwidth available in the audio 
amplifier is in excess of what normally would be 
expected from a 700 mW amplifier. Therefore, much 
of the low frequency information is wasted on a 
speaker that is inefficient at the low frequency 
extreme of the amplifier. Using the bass and treble 
controls to contour the sound helps a little. 

Finally, after the Superadio II enjoyed nearly 10 years 
of availability and popularity, and after Thomson 
bought GE's small electronics product line, a new SR 
model was introduced. This was the Superadio III 
(model 7-2887J. This model was more plastic-
intensive than any other SR, and was the most 
hollow, too. Like all AM radios of the time, the AM 
band on the SRIII extended to 1700 KHz, so that 
congestion could be mitigated in the rest of the band, 
by the reassignment of some stations to the extended 
band segment. SRIII also has a bandwidth selector 

(Continued on page 5) 
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The latest of the line, GE's Superadio Ill, Model 7-2887_ 

from which to choose either narrow for selectivity, or 
wide, for improved audio frequency response. The 
narrow setting is much better for DXing. The wide 
selection does make local stations sound good but, of 
course, sacrifices selectivity. The Sensitivity also 
suffers quite a lot when the wide setting is used. The 
first production of the SRIII, roughly through March 
of 1993, had serious sensitivity problems. At that 
point I had only tested someone else's radio, but was 
so disappointed that I wrote to GE to tell them they 
had made a mistake with their non-compensated 
varactor tuning. This varactor tuning in the front end 
of the receiver represented the most significant 
change in the model compared to the SRII. Later, I 
read somewhere that these problems had been fixed, 
and that the Superadio III really was now a good set. 
So, my wife bought me a Superadio III for Christmas 
in 1994. Of course, I made sure the date code was of 
the period that was not affected by the earlier 
problems. Sure enough, this SRIII was much better 
than the first one I tried. Compared to the SR and 
SRII, this one has a better amplifier to speaker match, 
and therefore gets better sound out of the same 700 
mW amplifier chip. On the narrow bandwidth 
setting, the set has good selectivity, especially at the 
low frequency end of the band. Based on several 
units tested, there is quite a bit more internal noise on 
the AM with the SRIII than with either of the other 
two analog models. There are a few new birdies too. 
These sacrifices are undoubtedy the result of the 
increased noise figure and nonlinearity of the 

the 

varactor-tuned front end, as well as 
the inability of all the varactors to 
track well over the required two and 
a half octave tuning range of the AM 
BC band. The tracking error also 
contributes to the absolutely abysmal 
dial calibration of the SRIII. The FM 
on my SRIII is nice, but not all of 
them are. Those tracking tolerances 
can really build up! One would be 
lucky to find a Superadio III that has 
good enough tracking to assure 
consistent sensitivity across both AM 
and FM. I have yet to try a 
Superadio III than can match the 
other Superadio models for 
sensitivity. Due to the touchiness of 
the control, a potentiometer that 
controls the voltage on the varactors 
directly, it can be hard to tune at the 
upper band end because the 
mechanism is sloshy. On the plus 
side, the FM selectivity is good, and 

intermod and image rejection characteristics are 
somehwhat better than with the SRII. 

So, how do Superadios stack up to other high 
performance receivers? 

First, let's talk about AM BC band. How about 
expensive multiband radios? Compared to high-end 
multiband models like the aforementioned Dutch 
Norelco and the ultra-state-of the-art models like the 
Sony ICF-2010, where IF bandwidth is optimized for 
short-wave (HF) reception, and double conversion is 
sometimes employed, Superadios still perform the 
task of low noise and high sensitivity better. These 
features improve image rejection and selectivity 
merits for SW, but usually sacrifice BC sideband 
information such that it can actually degrade BC 
signal/noise performance. Boom boxes usually 
contain trashy radios, because their designs 
emphasize stereo, tapes, CD's and CHEAP. I would 
like to be able to report on the Radio Shack 
imitations of the Superadios, but I have not actually 
tested them. What I do know is that the first one, the 
one with the 5" speaker, was said to be a reasonable 
second choice to a Superadio, and the later model 
Radio Shack, was exactly the Superadio Ill's PC 
board with a different surrounding cabinet. In my 
travels, the closest contender to the Superadio 
position of stature as best AM/FM portable, is held 
by the 1980 model Sony ICF-S5A, which was 
obviously designed to be a DX radio, since it has 
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separate BC band dials for each of 9 regions of the 
US. Yes, this is an amazingly sensitive and selective 
little radio on both bands. But, alas, its signal 
handling capability, slightly smaller antennas and 
lower supply voltage do make it fall a bit short. 

The most recent challenger to the Superadio market 
has been the CC Radio, built by Sangean for C.Crane 
Company. Needless to say, I have one of these now 
too. I like the radio. It has a nice feel to it, and it 
features AM/FM/TV VHF and weather band. The 
latest version, the CC Radio Plus, also features FM 
stereo from the headphone output. So, you may ask, 
how does the CC Radio stack up to the Superadios? 
Aftera11, in the advertisement, Bob Crane asserts that 
"no other radio on the market is as good as the CC 
radio for news.. . etc". One can argue a lot of nice 
things about the CC Radio. It has a powerful 
amplifier, a large display, very good selectivity, and 
digital accurâcy. However, for sensitivity, without an 
external antenna, the Superadios, all of them, simply 
leave the CC Radio in the dust! Why? Evidently, the 
CC Radio does not have an internal RF stage, but 
rather, depends upon the addition of an external 
powered antenna to bring its performance to the 
higher level. This can get quite expensive. The radio 
already costs $ 164! That antenna may cost another 
$60. This really takes the whole setup out of the 
"portable realm". So, is any other receiver better for 
AM than a Superadio? Well, there's the good old-
fashioned brute force sensitivity of a well designed 
tube radio! The wide dynamic range and quiet, high 
impedance amplifier stages in good tube radios has 
still not been matched even in the world of short-
wave reception. Solid state receivers require a higher 
degree of complexity to accommodate dynamic 
characteristics that are inherent to tubes. Of course, 
tubes are less reliable, power hungry and more 
expensive. At one time, I would have put the old AM 

car radios in a category worth mentioning too. 
Weren't those wonderful? Not anymore! The auto 
manufactures seem to have forgotten how to filter 
electrical noises (wipers, brakes, ignition) from the 
AM. Of course, we are not talking portable transistor 
radios here anyway. The long and short of it to date: I 
have yet to see the portable radio realm announce a 
receiver that can beat the Superadio II for having the 
best mix of sensitivity, selectivity and large signal 
handling capability on AM. 

What about FM? Superadios, especially the SRII, are 
tops on FM sensitivity also. Of course, to get such 
sensitivity from a portable radio must sacrifice other 
figures of merit, like selectivity and large signal 
handling to some extent. The selectivity is very good, 
but not the best available. Better FM selectivity can 
be had by some modern PLL tuned radios. For 
example, The Bose Wave Radio and many modern 
car receivers have excellent selectivity. In fact, 
although it isn't advertised, the CC Radio also has 
excellent FM selectivity! Unfortunately, its sensitivity 
suffers, and NO antenna terminals are provided. The 
little Sony ICF-S5A has selectivity merits that fit 
somewhere between a Superadio's, and the CC 
Radio's. For FM sensitivity, the Sony falls between 
the Superadio II and the Superadio III. 

With all that said, Superadios provide the best 
reception available in today's market and at a price 
that anyone can afford. With today's emphasis on 
other technical features, it is doubtful there ever will 
be a better AM portable! I own all four of the 
Superadio models and I know others who have even 
more. If you have no Superadios at all, look for estate 
sales, or go to eBay, and get yourself a Superadio II. 
That one is simply the best! 

For the Record 

The February 2004 meeting of the Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club was held at the usual venue on the 8th, 
which early date caught more than one member by surprise. According to one attendee, the flea market in the 
parking lot brought out the worst behavior in several vendors, including veteran Charlie Scarborough. He was 
so mean as to ask a very low price for a Majestic radio in need of some TLC, a price so low that Eric Stenberg 
was metaphys cally compelled to buy it, and without haggling. We are sure Charlie must have been affected by 
the cold weather. Inside, we were treated to a very good presentation by Brian Belanger, on Detectors, including 
an ancient detector that used the twitching of a frog's leg as an indicator of signal presence (needless to say, by a 
French invent r). The Show-'n'-Tell featured a display of unusual "what are they?" tubes, a mail-order crystal 
set, and two recent Jim Wilson finds: an NRI crystal set and a Russian (Soviet era) apartment "radio," actually a 
nicely packag d volume control and speaker (the authorities did the tuning-in). Financially, the club took in 
about $258 fr m the auction and tube sales, and a modest amount from the food donation arranged by Lynne 
Bushong. Tha iks to Lynne (and Willie for the great Show-'n'-Tell). About 60 members attended. 
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SHOW-'N-TELL Preview 

The Forgotten World of Longwave 
by Henry Lee III, KB1PE 

Have you ever wondered about that "other" band 
you see on some of your antique radios? The 

one that shows dial frequencies from 150-375 kHz 
(although it probably says Kc, not kHz), 200-400 
kHz, 2000-1200 Meters, or something similar? If you 
switch to that band, all you will likely hear is 120 Hz 
buzz and harmonic whistles approximately every 15 
kHz from TV sets' horizontal oscillators; not very 
encouraging! 
Well, at the March 2004 MAARC meeting, I want to 

BBC LONDON 

BRUSSELS II 

BBC WELSH 

kHz and Allouis, France on 162 kHz, both arriving 
over the North Atlantic, are examples. Low-power 
unlicensed (FCC Part 15) experimental stations 
transmitting Morse (CW) and binary phase-shift 
keyed (BPSK) code operate in the 160-190 kHz 
range, and AMRAD in northern Virginia has been 
operating a licensed experimental station on 
approximately 137 kHz. 

From 50-160 kHz, there are miscellaneous navigation 
and time signals, including WWVB in Colorado on 
60 kHz. This is the radio signal that is used in most 
of the self-setting clocks you see today. From 190-
530 kHz, there are scores of aeronautical and marine 
navigation beacons using tone-modulated Morse 

(MCW) identifiers with a 
1020 Hz tone in the US and a 
400 Hz tone in Canada. They 
are being gradually phased 
out by the Differential-GPS 
(DGPS) navigation system. 
Also, the very strong (in the 
Washington, DC area) two-
tone radio teletype (RTTY)-
like signals around 300 kHz 
are part of the DGPS. 

B B C SCOTTISH 

HILVERSUM 

R,G 

This is part of the annular tuning dial of a classic British Ekco receiver, 
showing on the outside ring, shortwave tuning, in meters (wavelength); on 
the inside ring are kHz markings for the broadcast band, while in the mid-
dle ring the markings are in meters, again, for the longwave bands. 

demonstrate that there are worthwhile signals to hear, 
both electomagnetic (with the right antenna) and 
acoustic (using an old TV ultrasonic remote control 
receiver). In Europe and Asia, there are a number of 
high-power AM broadcast stations in the 150-300 
kHz range that can be heard in North America during 
the dark hours. BBC from Droitwich, England on 198 

In the range from audio to 50 
kHz, there are naturally-
generated signals ( for 
decades they have been 
called whistlers, dawn 
chorus, and simply hiss) that 
can be heard on a loop or 
active whip antenna 
connected to a high-gain 
audio amplifier (a good use 
for all those obsolete 8-track 
tape playback amplifiers!), as 
well as military MSK and 
(rarely) CW signals. 

Finally, the aforementioned 
TVultrasonic remote control 
receiver can be connected to 
TV remote receiver can be a 

longwave receiver tuned to 40 kHz to receive 
interesting sounds only your dog can hear! In closing, 
the best source of general information on the 
longwave band is the website of the Longwave Club 
of America (of which I am a member): http:// 
www.lwca.org/. Contact me via e-mail at 
HHL3TECH@BCPL.NET if you have any further 
questions. I hope to see you in March! 
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A Be inner's Doerle Receiver 

W hen 
radio 

but rather h 
ment by stee 
able around 
had given 
showed me t 
crystal set. 
zines he had 
"The Heights 
yards and gar 
National Ge 
Craft, and R 
the basis for 
school. The 
its utility as 
the kitchen s 
upon rising e 
wood and a 
the cellar to 
things: first, 
that colorful j 
save the good 
read, and the 

by Ed Lyon 

y father became aware of my interest in 
— and I don't mean the radio programs, 
radios work — he lent some encourage-

ing me to the scant radio literature avail-
he house. He knew my cousin Jim Way 

his old Boy Scouts' Manual, and Dad 
e section in signaling and how to build a 
Iso, in the cellar was a stack of old maga-
received from one of the rich homes in 
" in partial payment for his work in their 
ens. The stack contained many issues of 
graphic, Popular Science, Short Wave 
dio-Craft magazines, and these became 
that part of my education not learned at 
fficial purpose of the magazine stack was 
source of paper to start the daily fire in 
ve, and one of my chores immediately 
ch morning was to fetch an armload of 

alf-dozen pages from a magazine from 
e kitchen. I always made sure of two 
ever use National Geographic (to harm 
urnal was some sort of sin), and second, 
radio articles ' til they had been read, re-
sentials copied in a notebook. 

It was in Sho 
saw articles o 
that promised 
Some of these 
looked most a 
attention (he 
sounding like 
not remains a 
particular radi 
components. 
were made of 
were opened a 
ing the capaci 
board tubes — 
baking powde 
whatever, suit 
radios that any 
without a majo 

t Wave Craft (from the mid-30s) that I 
how to build one- and two-tube radios 
o drag in signals from 'round the world. 
radios, described as Doerle receivers, 
ractive, and they even got my father's 
ronounced Doerle in two syllables, 
`doo-er1;" whether that was correct or 
ystery to me to this day), because this 
didn't use many real store-bought radio 
or example, the variable condensers 
heets of metal (on wooden pivots) that 
d closed like a book as a way of vary-
. Coils were wound on available card-
made from toilet paper rolls, Calumet 
cans, Quaker rolled oats boxes, or 
ly coated with shellac. These were 
ne could build, or nearly anyone, and 
cash outlay. 

They did need 
tubes, a set of 
nents, and thes 
after building t 
Manual plans — 

tubes, of course, and sockets for the 
headphones, and a few other compo-
seemed to pose a problem for me, but 
at first crystal set from the Boy Scouts' 
and hearing KDKA all over the dial — I 

resolved to build a Doerle receiver. I was still in grade 
school, and had few opportunities to get into town 
("town" was the rustbelt borough of Ambridge, PA, 
1940 population: 11,500; current population: maybe 
3,000) 13 miles away, where there were real radio re-
pair shops — and high school. In the years before high 
school I think I had been in town only a few times — 
and mostly on Sundays when everything was closed, so 
all I could do about radio parts was stare into Paneks' 
Radio Service front window — and scheme. 

But then one day, and I think it was in 1940, Mr. 
Neimann's farm, across the county road from our farm 
lane, "got current," and his was the last farm electrified 

by REA in our area, before the pre-war copper shortage 
struck. And it was Mr.Neimann who bought milk and 
butter from us, for all he raised were chickens. The 
daily delivery of milk and butter brought me into con-
tact with his home, and I saw that he had maybe a 
dozen old black-panel two-dialers and three-dialers in 
various rooms and on the screened porch. One day he 
showed off his new pride and joy, a Zenith Robot-dial 
console, probably a 9S262, sitting in the parlor, blast-
ing out a frenetic news bulletin in French. He boasted 
that the broadcast was coming straight from Paris, and 
he pointed out the wavering green bull's-eye of the 
6T5G tuning-eye tube, which to me was amazing. And 
all his three-dialers were gone — piled in a heap on the 
screened porch at the side of the house — and they were 
mine for the asking! 

Well, as far as I was concerned, that was the end of 
Walter C. Doerle's methods. No more bending flat 
sheets of tin to make book-type variable condensers, no 
more rolling cigarette-pack tinfoil and waxed paper 
into bypass condensers, no need to make grid leaks by 
writing streaks on linen paper with a #1 pencil. Now I 
had a supply of parts. Old 1920s parts, to be sure, but 
the hard part was over. I could copy a Doerle receiver 
circuit, said to be very sensitive and easy to tune, now 
using real radio components. One of Neimann's radios 
even used types 30 and 31 tubes, promising mild bat-
tery wear-and-tear. 

One of the Doerle articles I had saved from a maga-
zine, probably Short Wave Craft, was a "two-tuber" 
using a single tube, a type 19 dual triode. None of 
Neimann's radios used such a tube, and the 19 needed 
a six-pin socket, to boot. My whole inventory, even 
after cannibalizing some of the Neimann sets, con-
tained none but four-pin sockets. So I built the Doerle 
"two-tuber," using two type 30 tubes, rather than the 
19 — and using regular 1920s radio components instead 

of homemade parts. The question now is: was it still a 
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Figure 1. Modified 2-Tube Doerle Receiver 

I Phones 

Doerle? What makes a Doerle receiver unique or spe-
cial? Maybe with my improvisations, I should call 
mine a Doerle(?). 

Back in 1940 I never questioned whether it was a true 
Doerle when it contained my substituted real parts. 
Something else was certainly giving the radio its Do-
erle-ness. I had never before seen the kind of regenera-
tion control that Doerle showed in the two-tube model, 
and I thought that was the secret to the circuit. Of 
course, at 9 years of age there were plenty of things I 
hadn't seen before, but I did know what regeneration 
meant, and I had seen circuits in the magazines that 
used variometer-type tickler coils, and that was defi-
nitely not what Doerle did. But far more recently, in 
reviewing old radio circuits I find Doerle's regenera-
tion system in a number of receivers of the day, so 
maybe Doerle's secret had nothing to do with regenera-
tion methods; maybe it was the use of home-built com-
ponents that allowed anyone with some mechanical 
skills to make a stable, easily-worked receiver that was 
very sensitive and didn't need constant fiddling with 
the controls to hold a station in its grasp. 

At any rate, what is the regeneration system here? Do-
erle's two-tuber was a regenerative detector followed 
by an audio amplifier. It had a variable-coupling an-
tenna coil that allowed the antenna to be quite loosely 
coupled to the input to the radio. Loose coupling kept 
the swaying of the antenna wire from detuning the ra-
dio with maddening repetition rates — resulting in the 
station fading in and out like someone breathing. And 

in a crowded spectrum, like up there in the 41-meter 
international broadcast band that I wanted to listen in 
on, the fading was from one station to another and not 
just fading in volume. But Doerle's loose-coupled an-
tenna coil didn't fade — much. In the regeneration cir-
cuit, Doerle's tickler winding was not variometer-
coupled, but fixed at a coupling setting that just barely 
allows oscillation when the regeneration control is set 
fully to its maximum feedback position. And this re-
generation control, itself, was called the "throttle" type, 
being a variable condenser connected from the "cold" 
end of the tickler coil to ground. Look at Fig. 1, my 
modified Doerle(?) circuit. 

This "throttle" condenser sets the amount of RF imped-
ance in the tube's complete plate circuit, that circuit 
being the cathode (which is grounded), the electron 
stream in the tube, the plate, the tickler coil, and, fi-
nally, the throttle condenser, back to ground. When the 
throttle condenser is set to small values of capacitance 
(the rotor turned so the plates are completely out of 
mesh), the impedance is high, and very little regenera-
tion current can flow, while with the plates fully 
meshed, the impedance is much lower, and sufficient 
regenerative current flows to make the set oscillate. 
For listening to voice or music, the throttle is set to just 
sufficient regeneration to make the signal distinct and 
loud, while for listening to Morse signals (CW), it is 
advanced to the oscillation setting, so as to create a 
heterodyne whistle when a signal is received. This 
converts the dits and dahs to short and long beeps, 

(Continued on page II) 
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Figure 1. The entire WMU studio-control room-trans-
mitter room in the early 1920s Note Magnavox 

This month's feature article on Superadios should 
be a reminder to Zenith collectors that one of the 

first "super-radios" was the Zenith Trans-Oceanic, 
which had the usual broadcast band and a shortwave 
band, like so many other radios of the late 30s and 
early 40s, but it also had bandspread tuning of most of 
the shortwave broadcast bands. This enabled easy 
tuning separation of closely-packed international 
broadcasters, something impossible in the usual 
household radios of the period. This was a time when 
many listeners wanted to tune in foreign broadcasts, to 
catch the news direct from war-torn Europe, and to 
hear how the rest of the world was getting on. The 
public's desire to look outward was a sure sign that the 
country was finally pulling out of the Depression. The 

May 2004 issue will have an article on restoration hints 
on the various models of the T-0, including what to do 
about tough-to-get tubes. 

And speaking of rare tubes, eBay recently had 
several lots of 1L6 tubes up for auction, and the 

prices didn't seem to be outrageously high. Of course 
in most of the cases I saw, the auction wasn't over yet, 
so the snipers hadn't yet been heard from. Fellow 
collectors tend to try to replace the 1L6, when 
necessary, with the loctal equivalent, which is 

electrically elegant, or with the IRS, which barely 
works, and usually requires realignment. 
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(Continued from page 9) 
which are easy to hear, and seem to burn their way 
through moderate interference. 

At least two other methods of adjusting the regenera-
tion gain of a detector tube were popular back in the 
1920s and 1930s. First to be tried by me was the re-
placement of the throttle condenser with a fixed bypass 
condenser of about 500 pF. This made the detector 
oscillate, so the tickler coil was carefully withdrawn 
from alignment with the grid coil, either by rotating it 
on a non-metallic shaft and knob (variometer-style), or 
by sliding it away from the grid coil with a non-
metallic rod or handle. The idea was to reduce the cou-
pling between the tickler coil and the grid coil. Due to 
the capacitance between the tickler coil and the body 
and hand of the operator, though, the radio usually 
"plopped" suddenly into oscillation as the regeneration 
control was advanced slowly to the "sweet spot." The 
second way was to use a variable resistance (rheostat) 
between the tickler coil and B+, thus adding impedance 
into the plate circuit (as in the throttle control), except 
that now the impedance is resistive, not capacitive. 
Increasing this resistance also reduced the B+ voltage 
getting to the tube, which further lowered the oscilla-
tion gain. This method also results in a sudden switch 
between non-oscillating and oscillating, making a 
"plop" sound, as in the variable coupling system 
above. Doerle's throttle-condenser method was 
smoother. 

My Doerle(?), built in mid- 1941, used two type 30 
tubes, and, as far as I can reconstruct, followed the 
schematic shown in Fig. 1. As I related in past articles, 
my type 30 tubes had their filaments fed from the 
three-cell (6-volt) tractor battery, one cell at a time. 
During crop-raising and snow-plowing seasons, radio 
listening was a tenuous hobby, always ready to yield to 
tractor operations, with an attendant transfer of the bat-
tery from cellar to tractor. For the B-battery, I used 
Neimann's leftovers for a long while, then had to make 
batteries from copper and zinc plates and hard cider 
(actually beyond "hard") in 50 jelly jars. The radio 
worked very well, and was my main radio for short-
wave listening as well as broadcast band entertainment 
through the next two years. I used plug-in coils to 
change bands, and I had no idea on what frequency a 
signal was heard, unless it was close to the WWV fre-
quency. I think the only WWV signal I ever heard 
must have been the 5.000 MHz standard. 

Dad got interested in my Doerle(?) when he heard that 
I regularly received WWV in Beltsville, MD, and had 
the EXACT time whenever I tuned WWV in. He was 

keen on pocket watches, and had three fine ones he 
loved to regulate to keep in time with WWV. Trouble 
is he would almost invariably come down to the cellar 
and ask for a time check just as Tom Mix was about to 
capture the bank robbers or kill a deadly rattlesnake 
that was threatening the Wrangler or Jimmy. What 
timing! Luckily, those kids' serials moved slowly, like 
the soaps, often taking a full week (of five 15-minute 
episodes) to get a bank robbed or a snake properly 
poised to threaten the life of an unsuspecting Wrangler. 
So I never really missed anything through Dad's inter-
ruptions, but they still rankled me, just because in the-
ory, at least, I could be missing something while he 
patiently synchronized his Bunn Special to WWV. 

I remember that my plug-in coils, having only four 
contact pins, needed some way to get a fifth contact, 
for the antenna connection. I drilled each plug-in coil 
form (old tube bases) and installed a brass screw and 
knurled nut near the top of the form for this purpose. 
After I entered high school and had got more experi-
ence with radio circuits, at Panek's and at the Sears-
Roebuck radio repair station, I revised the Doerle(?) 
again by shellacking the antenna winding (the primary) 
around the top of the UX-type tube socket into which 
the plug-in coils were inserted. This gave inductive 
coupling from the antenna coil to the tuned circuit, and 
made tuning much more smooth. Many years later, I 
repeated this trick by cementing a tapped coil to the 
outside of an old UX-tube socket while making a one-
tube radio as part of a college basic radio engineering 
lab experiment, as shown in Fig. 2. 

Figure 2. UX-twist-lock socket with antenna coil glued 
to its outside, for plug-in shortwave coils. 

In December 1945 my father negotiated the purchase 
of a Delco Light Plant for our home from a farm lo-
cated about ten miles away. The day we fetched the 
Delco system, a gasoline-powered generator and 16 
huge glass-jar batteries, we installed it in the cellar, 
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running the cxhaust pipe out through a hole pounded 
through the :tone wall. My whole radio "shack" had 
to be shoved into a corner to make room for this mon-
ster of a machine and its rows of big batteries. But the 
good news was that there, in the cellar, was all the 
radio battery power I could dream of, as I tapped off 
the bottom-most (nearest "ground") battery as my 2-
volt A battery, and the rest provided 32 volts of B-
supply. When the engine was running, the B-voltage 
went up to 4C volts, but the racket made by the engine 
was too loud for listening comfort, so I kept my radio 
listening, with the Doerle(?) set, confined to non-

recharging evenings, when all was quiet and battery-
filled. 

One program I tuned in almost every night was 
"News from Belgium and the Belgian Congo," 
beamed all the way from Leopoldville, in Africa. 
That program brought in the war news from Europe 
that I would read about two days later, in the newspa-
per. Nobody else in school was able to hear that sta-
tion with any regularity, while my luck I probably 
owed to the 150-to-200-foot-long antenna, and the 
super-sensitive Doerle(?). 

Fixing Up Zeniths—Chassis Work 1 
By Ed Lyon 

The theme for RadioActivity-2004 is Zenith. Many collectors have one or more nice Zenith radios and television 
sets, and some of these collectors would like to know more about restoring these Zeniths. This series of articles 
will point out some of the quirks in Zenith chassis that restorers should recognize. It will serve as an introduc-
tion to the RadioActivity-2004 Zenith Repair Clinic, to be held Saturday, June Sm. Part 2 is on T-Os. 

Acouple years before the entry of this country in 
World War II, I was introduced to the Zenith 9-

tube Robot-dial console radio — not once, but twice. 
The first encounter was when my grandfather brought 
home his new Zenith in my uncle's Chrysler, just be-
fore Christmas 1938. This radio replaced a Victor R-
32 that had developed a terrific hum — so loud that 
everyone in t le household would leave the room 
when Grandpa turned on the evening news. Appar-
ently Grandpa s near-deafness deadened the hum for 
him, but he di remark that Lowell Thomas sounded 
like he was gargling all the time. The Zenith used the 
old Victor's ou door antenna, a long wire run from the 
window frame ,o a pear tree perhaps 150 feet away. 

As soon as it as turned on, 
the Zenith brought in all 
sorts of station:, and the big 
black shutter-1 ke dial was 
terrific. Solid black with a 
white frequer cy-indicating 
needle and a high-speed gold 
interpolation ncedle — and 
motor-driven to speed up the 
tuning-in process. There 
was a "tuning eye" tube 
above the dial, but it never 
lighted up. I asked what it 
was for, and my uncle Joe, 
who had been reading the 
booklet that ca ne with the 
radio, said it indicated 

proper tuning of stations, and it should be bright 
green in color, and bull's-eye-shaped. Grandpa was 
too stubborn to take the radio, or even the tuning-eye 
tube (a 6T5G) back to Panek's in Ambridge for re-
placement, so he lived with the radio without a tun-
ing-eye. I can remember that set bringing in Euro-
pean stations every evening, with Grandpa sitting 
close to the radio leaning his head into the speaker, 
and at that time, there was much to report from 
Europe. 

My second encounter with the same model Zenith 
was when Mr. Neimann bought one a few years later, 
a used radio, also from Panek's. Neimann's farm had 

just got electrified in 1940, and 
the first electric thing he bought 
was a used Zenith, exactly like 
my grandfather's, except his 6T5 
was good, and it was awesome. 
Mr. Neimann tuned in Paris and 
London, instead of the Vienna 
and Prague stations Grandpa 
listened to, and these were vastly 
more understandable to me at 
that time. 

The Zenith Robot-dial radio, an 
example of which is in Fig. 1, 
made a deep impression on me 
at that time, and so, many years 
later, when I began collecting 
vintage radios, two models I 
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bought quite early on were Zeniths, a 9S262 console 
and a 9S244 chairside. Both needed chassis work, so 
I got the two chassis down onto the workbench al-
most as soon as I got the radios home. Zenith chassis 
for those types of radios were very roomy inside, and 
looked like they were made of copper — but it was a 
coating on steel, probably used to retard rust forma-
tion, and to make the chassis look richer. 

Both of these radios, using the 5905 chassis, needed 
new belts in the tuning systems. I had gone to the big 
radio store auction a few weeks before, in Brunswick, 
MD, and had bought two drawers full of GC dial 
belts, so I was confident that I would find the right 
replacement in the drawers, somewhere. They were 
no longer in alphabetic or numerical order, as many 
would-be bidders had pawed through them at the auc-
tion, so it was a chore to sift through all those enve-
lopes. I soon found out that the belts in the envelopes 
were brittle and easy to break, so it looked like new 
belts would have to be bought or made. I had heard 
many collectors raving about 0-rings as tuning belts, 
but the ones I tried all seemed "stretchy," and made 
the tuning backlash-ridden. On one of the chassis, 
one of the belts (the 5905 chassis uses two belts) was 
still intact, but frozen in the shape it assumed the last 
time the radio was tuned. I cut it with a pair of diago-
nal cutters and carefully smoothed it out, measuring 
its length, which was 91/4 inches. This value I divided 
by pi (3.14 is close enough), to get 2.95 inches, the 
diameter of a drum or cylinder that would just accom-
modate the belt. I made such a cylinder, about two 
inches in length, out of a block of wood, using my 
wood lathe. (Thus justifying, absolutely, buying the 
lathe at a farm auction about three years earlier.) The 
radio's second belt was missing altogether, and a 
piece of string cut to fit where the belt was supposed 
to go sufficed to get its length measure, slightly over 
121/4 inches. This yielded a 3.88-inch diameter drum 
or cylinder for that belt. If I had to do it again, I 
would have made a single wooden form, stepped in 
diameter, to accommodate both belts. 

I drilled a quarter-inch hole in the center of each cyl-
inder, using my metal lathe (and thus justifying it, 
too), and drove a tight-fitting quarter-inch steel rod in 
the hole (made from a 1/4-inch bolt), so I could chuck 
each cylinder in the metal lathe. Then I got a piece of 
nylon woven material from my seamstress wife, 
choosing a cheese-cloth type of material. Starting 
with the smaller cylinder, I selected a 1-inch by 24-
inch strip of this nylon to become the fabric of my 
belt. I wrapped a strip of waxed paper on the cylin-

der, holding it in place with small pins out on the 
edges where they wouldn't interfere with wrapping 
the nylon over the waxed paper. Before wrapping the 
nylon, though, I started the lathe turning very slowly, 
and painted a coat of Dow-Corning 734 (self-
leveling) silicone rubber on the waxed paper. Over 
this coating went the nylon, and after it made one full 
turn, I added another layer of silicone rubber. The 
nylon wrap continued, with silicone rubber between 
layers, until there were about four layers of nylon. 
Over the whole thing, then, I added another coat of 
silicone rubber, and left the lathe to turn for an hour, 
very slowly, until the rubber quit tending to drip. Af-
ter an overnight cure, I used an Olfa rotary razor knife 
to cut the 1-inch-wide belt thus formed into 3/16-
inch-wide belts. To do this neatly, I had the lathe run-
ning at very slow speed, and clamped the knife handle 
firmly to the tool rest. I cranked the tool rest inward 
until the knife wheel touched the belt, then gradually 
increased the penetration of the knife wheel until the 
belt was cut through. I got four good belts out of the 
1-inch-wide stock, as the edge belts were a bit irregu-
lar, and went into the trash. These are ideal Zenith 
tuning-drive belts, being rubbery in feel and grip, 
very flexible to go smoothly over the small motor 
pulley, but nicely unstretching in overall behavior. 

Making those belts was the toughest repair job in 
those big Zenith chassis — unless you count installing 
the belts. Zenith made no provision for slipping new 
belts over the pulleys, since they were "landlocked," 
having shafts that continued through bearing plates at 
each end, and so the tuning mechanism had to be 
completely disassembled to thread the new belts onto 
the pulleys. This gave me the opportunity to clean 
and lubricate the various bearings throughout the sys-
tem. I noticed on the internet that many restorers use 
0-rings for replacing the belts, then cut them to avoid 
disassembly of the tuning system. Then they have to 
re-glue the 0-ring back together, using superglue, and 
while the belt is under tension, to boot. Seems like a 
step backward to me. 

The only unusual part of the Zenith circuit is the vol-
ume/tone control complex. This chassis uses a 
tapped volume control, and the tone control switch 
selects various capacitor- and resistor/capacitor-
combinations to shunt the tapped portion of the vol-
ume control. Of course, in my Zenith, the volume 
control was open, and no amount of De-Oxit would 
clean it up, so I had to improvise, using a replacement 
control, of course without a tap. Fig. 2 shows Rider's 
original volume/tone control circuit. The labels for 
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Tone switch 

Figure 2. Tone control portion of Rider for 5905.  

the tone conteol switch, for the five positions, are: 
"Foreign," "Bass," "High Fidelity," "Normal," and 
"Voice." From the Rider schematic and a circuit trac-
ing process, I earned that Rider shows the tone switch 
in the "Voice" position. I determined that there were 
essentially thrc e components switched in and out of the 
circuit, depending on the tone switch setting. The first 
component is a capacitor (C9) that can be switched 
from the top 
approximately 
is a capacitor-r 
wired from th 
switched so th 
third is a cap 
quencies from 
its cathode bus 

f the volume control to its tap, located 
t the 1/5-volume position. The second 
sistor series combination (C13 and R2), 
same tap to the cathode bus, that is 
t the capacitor can be shorted out. The 
itor (C15) that shunts high audio fre-
he plate of the 6F5 audio amplifier to 

If you are luck 
control similar 
Mallory TRP-
pletely intact. 
(tap at 1 Meg) --Meg control, it can substitute directly, 
with only a SMEll change in the tone effects. The effect 
of the tone switch settings on audio frequency response 
was calculated, and the results are shown in Table 1. 
For the five tone settings, the tonal effect (roll-off of 
response with increasing or decreasing frequency) is 
shown for the volume control set at 50% rotation 
(normally 6 dB down), assuming a center-tapped con-
trol. But what if you can find only a plain untapped 2-
Meg control? Don't despair. One way to simulate the 
tap condition is to use a regular untapped 2-Meg con-
tro, but now all of the connections formerly made to 

enough to find a replacement volume 
o Zenith's (2-Meg, tapped at 0.4 Meg, 
13), the tone circuit can be left corn-
Even if you find only a center-tapped 

the tap are connected, instead, to the wiper arm of the 
new control, through a series 220K resistor, shunted by 
a 220 pF capacitor, as in Fig. 3. 

The only other circuit modification I made was the ad-
dition of a resistor shunting the contacts on the tuning 
motor switch that were supposed to silence the radio 
during high-speed tuning. These contacts are designed 
to disconnect the capacitor coupling the first audio tube 
(6F5) plate to the output tube's (6F6) grid when the 
tuning motor is activated by the high-speed tuning 
knob at the end of the tuning control. Problem is that 
when the tuning knob is released, the capacitor is re-
connected to the 6F5 plate, which is at a fairly high 
voltage, and this couples a voltage spike to the 6F6 
grid, making a loud pop in the speaker. You'd think 
that a good capacitor would stay charged for the short 
time that the tuning knob is actuated, but with all the 
wiring and switch contacts, there is enough leakage to 
allow slight discharge, and the re-connection of the 
capacitor upon release of the tuning knob recharges it, 
making the sound. By connecting a 1- Meg resistor 
across the contacts, the capacitor stays charged during 
the tuning process, eliminating the pop, completely. 

Frequency 

dB down 
at half-vol, 
Voice 

dB down 
«at half-vol, 
Bass 

dB down 
at half-vol, 
HiFi 

dB down 
at half-vol, 
Normal 

dB down 
at half-vol, 
Foreign 

30 -28.3 -6.7 -6.6 -28.3 -28.3 

100 -28.2 -10.3 -9.8 -28.3 -28.8 

300 -27.4 -19.5 -15.8 -28.3 -31 6 

1000 -23.0 -36.9 -20.9 -28.4 -39.6 

3000 -15.8 -55.6 -22.1 -28.8 -49.3 

10000 -10.7 -76.4 -22.3 -32.2 -63.1 

Table 1. Zenith tone control characteristics. 

New 220pF+220k 010 To 6F5 
  Grid 

010 Vol Control 

1C9 

Former tap 
C12 

013 

To tone switch 

ath 

Plate 

013 

Figure 3. New tone/volume circuit 
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Ads are free of charge to club members. Please, one ad per member per month, 
limited to 100 words. All ads are subject to editing. Ads will not be repeated 
unless resubmitted. Send ads to editors, whose addresses are on page 2. The 
usual deadline for receipt of ads is the 1st of the month preceding publication. 
No phone-in ads, please, but email is welcomed. 

For Sale: Eico tube amps, tubes, 
radios. Send me your want list. Going 
to Charlotte radio meet and can bring 
above with me. Don Smith, 2706 Cub 
Hill Road, Baltimore, MD 21234; 
Phone:(410) 665-8536. 
Professional restoration of Antique 
Radios from the 1920's to 1960's and 
Vintage Hi-Fi from the 1950's & 
1960's. Sales & service, tube 
electronics only. Restoration includes 
repairs, upgrades, cleaning & detailing. 
Enjoy the superior sound and exquisite 
design of heirloom-quality vintage 
tube electronics. Please visit my 
Connecticut showroom ( 1.5 hours 
from NYC) or website (www.urban-
antiqueradio.com) for details. Urban 
Antique Radio & Vintage HiFi, 58 
Naugatuck Avenue, Milford CT 
06460, toll-free (800) 594-4359. 

Services: Time Out of Mind Radio 

operates the leading vintage radio ap-
praisal service in the east. We are ex-
perienced, professional radio apprais-
ers. References available. We will 
evaluate, document, and photograph 
your collection or estate and provide 
you with soft- and hard-copy spread 
sheets and a comprehensive written 
report. Our product satisfies all insur-
ance and IRS requirements and in-
cludes all IRS forms. Protect your 
collection. Document your charitable 
gift. Define the value of an estate. 
Free, discrete, no-obligation consul-
tation on request. Ask to see a copy of 
our qualifications statement. Our re-
putation is everything. Satisfaction and 
privacy always guaranteed. Time Out 
of Mind Radio Appraisers. Paul Farm-
er, PO Box 352, Washington, VA 
22747-0352; 540-987-8759; 
oldradiotime@hotmail.com 

For Sale: Excellent Stancor 
transformer (part number 4004) made 
by Standard Transformer Corporation 
Of Chicago, ILL. U.S.A. - Price 
$85.00 Please contact Kent Martin 
(410) 796-1953. 

For Sale: 1941 & 1942 Philco 
escutcheons, knobs, and pushbuttons 
reproductions now available. Other 
various knobs and pushbuttons also 
available. Contact us for specific 
model numbers on escutcheons. Old 
Time Replications 5744 Tobias Ave. 
Van Nuys, CA 91411. 818-786-2500. 
http://www.antiqueradiolcnobs.com & 
oldtimerep@aol.com 

Notice, Zenithophiles: The Gregory 
Pease collection of near-mint Zenith 
Trans-Oceanics will be on the auction 
block at RadioActivity 2004, without 
reserve prices! 

Expert Local Repairs 
Leigh Bassett of Golden Age Radio fame has opened a 
shop in the Laurel area specializing in the repair of 

vintage radios and amateur radio equipment. 

Call for info (301) 595-5349 most mornings 

Shipping address and local drop-off / pick-up: 
ATS c/o Schiller's Packaging Plus 

3507 Ft. Meade Rd, Laurel, MD 20724 

Service provided by 
ATS, Inc., PO Box 2509, Laurel, MD 20709 

"If it glows, we fix it"sm 
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Sun., Mar. 21 MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist Church, 
Burtonsville, MD, tailgating at noon, meeting at 2 p.m. 

Sat-Sun, Mar. 27-28 Big Hamfest! Greater Baltimore Hamboree at Timonium 
Fairgrounds. Call 410-HAMFEST. 

Sun., Apr. 18 MAARC meeting in Northern Virginia! Tailgating at noon, 
meeting at 2 p.m. at Sully Station, just off Rte 28 near 
Dulles Aerodrome. 

Sm., May 16 

Sm., May 23 

MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist Church, 
Burtonsville, MD, tailgating at noon, meeting at 2 p.m. 

Tentative Open House at four collectors' homes in 
Rockville area. Details next month. 

Fri., Sat., Sun., June 4, 5, 6 MAARC RadioActivity 2004 starting with flea market 
at sun-up, ending with huge auction. At Sheraton 
College Park Hotel, 1-95 at MD Rte 212, at SW corner of 
this intersection. Full details in pull-out section of April 
and May issues of Radio Age. 

Sun., July 18 MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist Church, 
Burtonsville, MD, tailgating at noon, meeting at 2 p.m. 

Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club 
do Paul R. Farmer 
P.O. Box 352 
Washington, VA 22747-0352 
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